Abstract Characterization of the early age properties of concrete is an ongoing area of research particularly important in understanding longer-term behavior of pre-stressed and conventional concrete members subjected to varying load histories, including strain reversals, such as may occur during placement of a concrete deck atop pre-stressed girders. Models currently in widespread use specifically exclude cases where strain reversals are present. Research presented in this paper was undertaken to refine the understanding of the viscoelastic behavior of cement paste at an early age when subject to strain reversals. A series of small-scale beams were tested in 3-point loading with the center point displaced at irregular time intervals. At some time intervals, beams were displaced negatively, inducing a strain reversal. Results indicate significant load loss in the first few days followed by steady relaxation throughout the length of testing. Results further indicate that load relaxation after reversal is significantly slower than that with samedirection increases in load. Finally, measurements of Young's modulus of elasticity throughout the testing program indicate that sustained loading leads to an apparent increase in beam stiffness compared to unloaded beams of the same age. The explanation and significance of these phenomena are explored.
Introduction
It has long been understood that concrete, and more specifically, the cement paste within concrete, evolves over time. Cement is a mixture of varying proportions of compounds including alite (Ca 3 SiO 5 ), belite (Ca 2-SiO 4 ), aluminate (Ca 3 Al 2 O 6 ), and ferrite (Ca 2 AlFeO 5 ) based phases [25] . Each of these phases reacts with added water to form hydrates. Because the rate of reaction of each phase is different and the distribution of cement particle sizes is highly variable, it is difficult to predict the exact makeup of the resulting structure. However, it is generally assumed that at the macro scale (specimens [1 mm in every dimension), structural properties of cement paste, both elastic and viscoelastic, are generally isotropic and homogenous and can be studied and potentially predicted.
To date, the majority of research on viscoelastic properties has been limited to macro or global-scale concrete specimens. The database for creep and shrinkage data used for study has resulted in four different design methods presented within applicable design practices [1] . The approach typically used within these methods is to fit equations to data while the fundamental factors causing the observed behavior are often overlooked. Further, the ACI document specifically excludes use of the methods when strain reversals are present. Though relaxation after strain reversal has been studied in several polymer materials [11, 12, 19] , including the development of complex mathematical models [10] , the behavior has not to date been characterized for cementitious materials.
The purpose of the research presented herein is to broaden the understanding of the structural response of cement paste when subject to multiple load steps, with and without strain reversal, at an early age. To this end, the authors designed and performed a protocol of relaxation testing of cement paste beams subject to three-point bending. It is hoped that with further understanding of this behavior, better models can be developed that will help predict more closely the viscoelastic behavior of concrete at the global scale.
Materials and methods
Beams were cast using a cement paste mixture of ASTM C150 Type I/II Portland cement and a water:cement ratio (''w:c'') of 0.40. Batches were mixed using a paddle mixer and of sufficient size to cast 6-8 beams in general accordance with ASTM C305-14. Exceptions to the standard were: the paddle blade used was plastic rather than stainless steel, the bowl scraper was integrated onto the outer edges of the paddle for continuous scraping, and the mixing times at slow and high speed were 1 and 5 min, respectively, with no break in between to scrape down the bowl. Beams were cast by inducing suction at one end of a square cross-section acrylic tube, nominally 15 mm on a side and 300 mm long. Ends were sealed immediately after filling and the beams cured at 21 ± 2°C, placed horizontally on a series of rotating rods to limit segregation due to bleed water migration. After approximately 24 h, the molds were removed and the paste beams sealed using foil-backed tape, similar to previous research [15] , with seams sealed with wax. Beams were stored at the same curing temperature until and throughout loading.
A review of ASTM beam testing standards revealed that for cementitious materials, standard beams are typically of larger dimensions and loaded using thirdpoint loading. Because for the current research, the failure load was not of primary concern and in order to simplify calculation and measurement of maximum deflection, a 3-point loading was chosen for relaxation testing. The designed testing frame, as shown in Fig. 1 , was constructed of 6.35 mm thick steel angles and plate, bolted together rigidly to provide moment connections between members, and steel rod supports placed to give a span length of approximately 250 mm. Displacements were applied at midspan through a 12 mm 2 bearing plate attached to a spherical bearing resting on the load cell below. The load cell was displaced from beneath using a lever attached to the reaction frame.
Displacements were induced by manually tightening a screw at the opposite end of the lever, holding the position in place between loadings. Where strain reversal was necessary, the beam was first unloaded and then flipped upside down for the next cycle. Midspan displacements, relative to the steel angle above, were measured at the top surface of the beam using a digital dial gage during the first 70 % of load application to give sufficient data to compute the (quasi) instantaneous Young's modulus of elasticity, and the dial gage removed for the duration of the cycle. The rate at which the screw was rotated was kept relatively constant and, assuming linear elastic beam behavior, corresponded to a loading rate for each application of approximately 20 N/min corresponding to a strain rate of approximately 0.018 % per minute. The approximate displacement history for the different combinations of load cycles can be seen in Fig. 2 . For reference, a displacement of 0.25 mm equates to a strain of approximately 0.011 %. The duration of each load cycle for each beam, including the initial load application, appears in Table 1 . Note that although displacement was typically not measured throughout a load cycle, the assumption that the beam midpoint does not displace during the relaxation test was verified by measurements of select beams. Further note that the testing frame rigidity, along with the use of a relative measurement between beam and frame, limited the influence of frame deflection on recorded displacements to that caused by the force of the dial gage itself, estimated to be less than 0.005 % of the beam deflection.
3 Time-dependence of the elastic Young's modulus During load application for the long-term tests, displacement and load history were collected and the Young's modulus of elasticity during that loading calculated. Additionally, companion beams were cast and tested to failure for comparison purposes. A typical load to failure curve appears in Fig. 3 . Note the early variations in the load-displacement relationship, likely due to initial setting of the test frame. These data were generally discarded. The superimposed line is fit to a selected portion of the data, assumed to be linear. The slight variations from the line, seen most significantly at a displacement of approximately 0.06 mm, correspond to either slight movement of the loading screw within its seat in the lever or slight hesitations in the movement of the lever within its brackets due to friction. Both of these effects were only present when the screw was being turned and no similar variations were noticed in relaxation data. Note that the very good linearity (the coefficient of determination, R 2 = 0.951) of the lower portion of the curve (\85 % ultimate) implies that both the tensile and compressive load-displacement relationships are likely linear. It should be further noted that all beam relaxation testing described above was conducted within this lower, linear region.
By taking the slope of the load-displacement curve and assuming that the beam response may be approximated as an Euler-Bernoulli beam response, the Young's modulus of elasticity at the time of loading was determined. The results are presented in Fig. 4 with curves fit to the relationship [20] 
where 0.96 corresponds to the maximum ratio of solids to total volume at time t = ?, based on the w:c of 0.4 [23] , E ? is the Young's modulus of hardened material Based on the curve fits shown in Fig. 4 , the eventual extrapolated Young's modulus of elasticity, E ? , is approximately 17.5 GPa for virgin specimens and 
Load relaxation
Throughout each loading cycle, the load necessary to maintain displacement was captured using an automated data acquisition system. For the first loading cycles of each specimen the data for the first 12 days are plotted in Fig. 5 . Note that captured load is normalized by the initial load increment to assist in later analysis. The series of data depicted in Fig. 5 are seen to be overlapping and consistent within each group of load initiation (approximately 1 and 3.75 days). Because these are the first loadings and the specimens are replicates of the same mix design, it should be expected that the only trend between specimens would relate to specimen age at the beginning of the first loading cycle.
For the second and third loading cycles, it is first approximated that relaxation, in general accordance with the Boltzmann superposition principle, can be determined as the summation of the influence of individual load applications. Thus, during subsequent load cycles, the influence of the first load increment can be subtracted from the overall data to give the net load from the second load application. The results of this subtraction are presented in Fig. 6 . Note that in the second load cycle, immediately after reversal, beams loaded in the opposite direction retain a significantly higher percentage of the applied load than those loaded in the same direction as the previous cycle.
This trend is not as apparent in the third loading cycle. Further note the similarity in curves between the third cycle of both forward and reverse loaded specimens and the second cycle of the delayed loading specimens, all initiated at approximately 10 days.
Analysis of relaxation data
The first step in considering relaxation in the beams was to examine each portion of the data for trends and anomalies. One behavior of interest was seen in most data sets, most pronounced during the first application of load. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , there is a small but steep decline in retained load, typically between 1 and 10 s, before relaxation smooths out to its long-term behavior. This phenomenon is similar to that seen in saturated beams tested by others [26, 27] . In the cited work, the early relaxation was attributed to hydraulic movement of fluid through the pore structure of the specimen and into the surrounding fluid. In the current research, with sealed boundaries, the mechanism of this relaxation is not precisely the same. In a typical early age cement paste, even under sealed conditions, the material is not completely saturated. This allows capillary (or gel) water flow at the local level due to applied pressures [2, 14, 29] , a process analogous to flow to a surrounding medium. However, as this early relaxation mechanism is not of primary interest in the current work, the first 100 s of data was truncated from all specimens and the associated load loss modeled as a constant, R 0 , similar to the method presented by Vichit-Vadakan and Scherer, as explained in Sect. 5.2.
The second trend observed in most data sets was the tendency of the load to approach a non-zero asymptotic value. As seen in Fig. 5 , the longer a particular load cycle lasted, the more pronounced the trend. This tendency was incorporated into the fit model as explained in Sect. 5.2.
With the preliminary observations, it was then possible to characterize the viscoelastic relaxation and compare to functions published elsewhere. Though several theories for modeling exist, for simplicity and ease of comparison, the solidification theory was selected for comparison to the experimental data due to its connection to actual mechanisms.
Solidification theory
One of the significant complications in considering the viscoelastic properties of cementitious materials is the fact that as time passes, the cement hydrates, changing its physical properties and therefore, its response to future loading. This process, called aging, has been handled in several ways in the literature, one of which is the solidification theory [3] . The theory considers aging as a solidification process such that during any change in time, additional hydration products form, with each new segment created in a stress-free state and with age-independent physical properties. As later explained [5, 9] , the response to a flexural or uniaxial relaxation test such as considered currently, can be characterized by the constitutive relation
where r(t) is the axial stress at time t, v is the volume fraction of solidified material, de is the change in axial strain, and W is the uniaxial relaxation function. For a beam relaxation test whereby displacement is induced at specific times, t 0 , the integral goes to zero at all t not equal to t 0 . Replacing W with E ? W * and converting to a summation of discrete steps in strain, yields
where n is the total number of displacements, each at time t i , and E ? is the Young's elastic modulus of a nonrelaxing cement paste once all hydration has occurred. In a simply-supported, 3-point loading, prismatic beam test, assuming that the beam behaves as an EulerBernoulli beam, r and e can be replaced by functions of the applied load P and displacement d, such that
where L is the length of the beam and h is the height and width of a square cross-section beam. Collecting constants and moving the modulus outside the summation yields
Consider the case where n = 1 (a single displacement at time t 1 with a corresponding load increase dP 1 ) . Knowing that at t = t 1 , W * must be equal to 1, it can be seen that,
and therefore for t [ t 1 ,
Now consider the case where n = 2. The load, P, just before the second displacement, is simply dP 1-W* (t 2 -t 1 ). Just after the displacement, with t = t 2 ,
Recognizing that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 8 is the load response to the first displacement and the second term is that to the second, it can be generalized for any number of induced displacements,
The function, P(t) in Eq. 9 implies that the relaxation function can be determined, independent of aging, and without consideration of the magnitudes of displacements or E values. For a single load cycle, the W* function can be determined by normalizing the current load by the initial load, as was presented in the figures above. Because the solidification theory relies on the assumption that cement paste solidifies in a zero-stress condition, when displacement is held constant, the increased volume of solidified products has no influence on material response to previously applied loads. Thus, for a particular load step, the volume fraction is a constant and normalizing by the initial load removes this variable. Likewise, as the Young's modulus of elasticity of a particular volume fraction is a function only of time, the normalization also removes this variable, leaving only the relaxation function, W*. This same function can then be used throughout all load cycles.
As an illustration, consider the curves presented in Fig. 6 . If the solidification theory holds, and assuming that the influence of earlier load cycles has been appropriately subtracted, the resulting relaxation curves for second and third cycles should be the same, merely shifted in time (horizontally). As can be seen, relaxation of load is significantly over-predicted by the solidification theory for displacement increments after the first. This implies that relaxation is retarded by the aging of the hydration products, i.e., viscoelastic aging is not fully characterized by the solidification model. This same conclusion was drawn in previous research [7, 13] .
Fitting the relaxation functions
As noted above, there were two trends apparent in the data sets, an early offset and an eventual lower threshold. The first trend can be simulated by fitting the data to a function R 0 W* where R 0 represents the constant associated with hydraulic relaxation after some short time duration, consistent with the work of Vichit-Vadakan and Scherer [27] . For the second trend, the fit model for W* must include a constant term. This leaves the span in between the upper and lower limits to be fit. Though several models have been used to characterize relaxation curves, the most common corresponds to a series of dashpots and spring combinations (e.g., Maxwell model). For the current case, and incorporating the modifications mentioned above, the resulting fit model for a particular load cycle can be written as
where s i are times typically chosen as regular intervals during the span of interest, b is the asymptotic value, and a i are weighting factors used as fit parameters (summed to 1). The value of n, the number of terms needed to obtain a good fit, is somewhat arbitrary. However, for purposes of this paper, seven terms were found to be sufficient, corresponding to the rheologic model of a Maxwell chain of seven parallel elements with each element consisting of a spring and dashpot in series. Using a nonlinear fitting routine within Mathematica [28] , and assigning s i at equal intervals of log time from 0.0001 to 100 days, a method in use for many years [4] , fit parameters were determined for the results of each specimen, with the coefficients a i and b shown in Table 2 . The value of R 0 , the initial reduction attributed to very early hydraulic relaxation varied between 0.94 and 1.00, corresponding to a maximum value of load loss of 6 % and indicating a relatively minor effect compared to long-term relaxation. The coefficient of determination, R 2 , exceeded 0.9994 for all W* curves. An example fit for the first loading cycle is included as Fig. 8 .
Consideration of data in Table 2 reveals several key points. First, the highest weighting factors are within the region of the age of the specimen at time of load, s = 1 for the first cycle and s = 10 for later cycles. Though the values of s do not correspond directly to physical processes, the shift in relative weighting factors to later time intervals implies that aging of the cement has an observable effect on material response beyond that predicted by solidification. Second, the eventual value of the relaxation function, signified by b, varies significantly. For the load cycles of longest duration, specifically batch C8, the values are similar and non-zero, verifying the suspected asymptote of the fit curve. Considering that each term of the fit is reduced to essentially zero within an order of magnitude of time after s, this asymptote would be reached at a cement paste age less than 1000 days. Lastly, the high variability in the weighting coefficients from specimen to specimen and batch to batch, even within the same loading cycle and load directions, indicates that as a general rule, a simpler model may be more appropriate. The extra terms used here can more accurately capture small variations in the data where a simpler model may more readily be modified for additional parameters such as temperature or w:c ratio while retaining sufficient accuracy of the fit.
To better illustrate the consistency of the data for the first load cycle, results for all specimens loaded for the first time at approximately 1 day and those at 4 days were combined into two single data sets and fits generated. Figure 9 shows the fit curve with the probability density distribution of the data represented as shaded regions on each side of the curve. Note that the age at first loading has a significant influence on the relaxation function throughout early age but the curves tend to converge as the time at load exceeds 10 days.
Were the graph extended to the full range of the test ([53 days), it would be seen that loads on the younger specimens relax to an asymptote of approximately 14.5 % of the original load while the older specimens approach 1.2 % at infinite time. Given the anomalies in the fit for certain portions of the curve, these eventual values certainly have associated error. However, through the time span of the tests currently under consideration, the density of the data depicted in the figure shows that use of a single fit curve to represent multiple specimens loaded at similar ages is appropriate.
Effect of strain reversal
Given the results of fits described in the previous section, data presented in Fig. 6 was similarly grouped for comparison purposes. For each second loading cycle, the projected effects of the first loading on the same specimen, using curve fits previously generated, were subtracted from the data. The results, after dividing out the R 0 term for the second cycle, are presented in Fig. 10 . Note that data is limited to specimens with a first loading cycle at 1 day. As seen in the figure, at later ages (time at load [5 days), there is virtually no overlap of probability density of the two curves and thus, virtually no statistical likelihood that the relaxation function for specimens subject to strain reversal is the same as that for forward-loaded specimens. The load eventually relaxes to approximately 0.35 % of original for forward-loaded specimens (i.e., the second step load was of the same sign as the first) while for reverse specimens (i.e., the second step load was opposite in sign to the first) the eventual relaxed load is 14.8 % of the initial. This gap between the curves develops over the first few days, reaching 14 % at the end of 6 days of the second loading cycle (10 days of total aging).
Considering the variability inherent in comparing specimens from different batches, and to compare stress effects directly, the relaxation data was analyzed Fig. 8 Example of curve fit to raw relaxation data for first loading cycle of specimen Fig. 9 Probability density of first loading cycle data compared to derived fit curves showing a significant difference in relaxation between samples first loaded at 1 day and those first loaded at 4 days Fig. 10 Probability density of second loading cycle data with derived fit curves comparing relaxation in beams subject to strain reversal to those with same direction load steps in an additional manner. For three batches, there were companion specimens loaded in the forward and reverse directions in loading cycles 2 and 3. By reducing the data to the W* fit curves only and dividing the reverse curves by the forward curves for each cycle, Fig. 11 was generated, taking the average for each grouping of three specimens (three different batches). This ratio compares curves of equal age during each cycle, eliminating the viscoelastic aging effects seen in previous figures. Note that the relaxation function for later cycles is based on the net load for that individual load step, meaning the effect of earlier cycles has been subtracted out using the Boltzmann superposition theory. Further note that in the first cycle, the load direction for companion specimens is the same and the ratio is theoretically 1.0. Examination of Fig. 11 reveals clearly that load and strain reversal have a significant effect throughout the life of the specimen whereas relaxation due to forward loading at later cycles is virtually indistinguishable from the relaxation during the very first load cycle. It is also interesting to note the curvature of the first and third load cycles. If there were no aging effects present other than those accounted for by the solidification theory, the curves would be flat lines at W* = 1.0.
Discussion
Taken individually, results presented above for elastic Young's modulus and relaxation might be explained by previously published theories. Starting with relaxation, it is apparent that intrinsic viscoelastic aging must be accounted for in order to produce higher precision models. However, by limiting comparisons to specimens of similar age, this issue can be set aside. That leaves the readily seen difference in relaxation behavior between specimens loaded at multiple steps in a single direction versus those with a strain reversal in the loading history.
At first glance, the reduction in relaxation rate (higher retention of load) in reversed specimens lines up with the theory of relaxation being a function, at least in part, of microcracking in the structure [6, 8] . A forward load causes cracking primarily in the tension regions of the beam to grow under additional load. Essentially, relaxation compounds with same direction loading. This effect is somewhat offset by aging, as seen in comparing Figs. 9 and 10 where a higher load retention is present, even after multiple loads are applied. When a beam is reversed (or strain is reversed), the tension face goes into compression, tending to close the pre-existing cracks and starting new crack patterns in the face previously under compression.
Similarly, the trends seen in the elastic Young's modulus of loaded specimens is consistent with existing theories and previously published research [17, 18] . The shapes of the two curves in Fig. 4 suggest that loaded specimens develop stiffness more quickly than previously unloaded specimens. As stiffness is typically a direct function of the degree of hydration, this suggests that load applied to a specimen accelerates hydration, as has been reported previously [24] , possibly due to stress-induced dissolution of the cement grains [16] .
When taken together, however, trends are less intuitive. The microcracking that might explain the relaxation results would, in theory, also reduce stiffness during loading. As stated above, the results for Young's modulus of elasticity of forward versus reverse specimens are indistinguishable. This apparent contradiction implies that a mechanism other than or in addition to microcracking is responsible for relaxation behavior.
A full consideration of other mechanisms potentially responsible for observed behavior is beyond the scope of this work. However, there are certain aspects of the current testing that may provide some additional insight. In Sect. 5.2, it was noted that the early Fig. 11 Ratio of relaxation, reverse to forward loaded specimens during each of three loading cycles indicating the significant influence of strain reversal on relaxation behavior relaxation observed could be attributed to movement of pore fluid within the specimen. For later analysis, the presence and movement of this pore fluid was ignored, consistent with the assumptions of the solidification model that only hydrated cement paste carries load. If this limiting assumption is removed, and the pressure exerted on and by the pore fluid is considered, relaxation behavior may be more fully understood. In the quasi-instantaneous loading stage, if the loads are carried by both the pore fluid and the solid structure, the fluid would be pressurized in compressive regions of the specimen and tend to flow into adjoining empty pores within that structure. This flow would be hampered by the small size of the capillaries present in the material. After some time, the fluid would equalize at a local level, relieving pressure and therefore, relieving load at the macro scale. The magnitude of load and the time required to reach equalization would be a function of both the initial proportion of water, as determined by the w:c ratio, and by the rate at which capillaries shrink, related to the degree of hydration. The general shape of the load relaxation curve due to this fluid movement would resemble that seen in Fig. 5 . Determining the magnitude and precise shape of such a relaxation curve would require testing and analysis beyond the scope of this paper. Considering the fluid movement described above in combination with the hydration process described by the solidification model can at least partially explain the time-dependent behavior seen in the testing results. At the time of initial loading, the specimen is composed of a mixture of hydrated solids, pore fluid, and air. The proportions of each of these components is related to the original w:c ratio and the timedependent degree of hydration. At earlier ages of initial loading, the relative proportion of pore fluid is higher and the capillary sizes within the hydration products larger, as compared to later ages. At later ages, with less pore fluid and more empty voids, the amount of load carried by the fluid would be less and therefore the total potential for load relaxation due to fluid migration also less. This difference in pore fluid volume available to carry load would lead to less overall early load relaxation in specimens loaded at later ages. Furthermore, the rate of relaxation is influenced by the dissolution of load bearing cement grains, which decreases at later ages thus decreasing relaxation rate [21, 22] .
Conclusions
Sustained load alters the manner in which cement paste, and therefore concrete, reacts to additional load. This change is typically not accounted for in concrete design practice and may in some cases provide additional capacity while in others lead to unforeseen complications.
Strain reversal in a loading history results in a significantly lower rate of relaxation than would otherwise be predicted. This longer retention of applied loads could lead to unpredictable long-term performance.
The solidification theory is insufficient to fully explain viscoelastic aging. Significant differences in the relaxation rates between specimens loaded at 1 day and those loaded at 4 days show that aging functions in addition to or in lieu of solidification based aging should be incorporated into any prediction model. Such functions previously published may not be appropriate for use with cement paste analysis.
Measuring the instantaneous Young's modulus of elasticity of virgin specimens may not be sufficient to predict global scale structural performance. The presence of sustained load, regardless of sign or direction, leads to an apparent increase in stiffness of cement paste beams. This increase, as much as 10 % in the long term, can have a significant effect on load distributions and deformations of large-scale structures.
The results of relaxation testing presented herein are far from inclusive of all stress states likely to be encountered in typical early-age structures. Additional testing, including uniaxial and bending, should be conducted to better characterize behavior.
Although relaxation and creep are generally considered to be based on similar mechanisms within cement paste, it is quite probable that factors such as dissolution and microcracking do not directly correlate in the two styles of test. Therefore, applying similar load histories in a creep configuration may help define which mechanisms are most responsible for observed behavior.
It is suspected that the macro-scale behavior seen here is highly dependent on stress-induced changes at the micro-scale. Therefore, additional investigation at the micro-scale, both through testing and theoretical modeling, should be performed.
The testing conducted as part of this research was limited in scope to a single water:cement ratio and a sealed condition to limit the influence of drying shrinkage and drying creep. These phenomena may have significant effect on the results and thus, the scope of testing should be broadened to consider the relative influence of these and other factors.
Practical implications
A typical pre-stressed beam or girder starts as pretensioned tendons surrounded by freshly placed concrete. After approximately 1 day, the tendons are released from their external anchorage and the beam is subject to a compressive force and negative moment, in addition to carrying its own weight once upward displacement occurs. After some period of time, the beam is placed on its permanent supports in the field and subject to additional dead and live loads, imparting positive moments. Though a beam in this configuration is rarely held to a constant displacement or subject to a constant load, the basic results of the current research do apply to its behavior. It should be expected that behavior of the beam after the strain reversal induced upon placement in service is not the same as that predicted based on single load-direction laboratory tests. Thus, a single model for creep and/or relaxation does not apply to all steps in the beam's actual load history. Thus, standard design practice, which tends to use a single model for loads before and after strain reversal, may not accurately predict actual beam behavior.
